In these years, skill education has been a serious problem in various fields. Since haptic information from the real environment is so important for human advanced skill as well as visual and audio information, the only conventional technology of visual and audio information could not realize accurate skill education. Thus, bilateral control that is able to transmit force sensation from the real environment may become a key technology. Then, multilateral control based on bilateral control with disturbance observer that is able to transmit force sensation to several operators may be suitable for skill education system. However, position responses of all systems are synchronized in the plain multilateral control. It is necessary for application of multilateral control to skill education based on haptic information that the influences from the operators are variable according to the trainee's skill acquisition level. Thus, this paper proposes multilateral control with the transmission ratio (TR) that is able to be designed according to the trainee's skill acquisition level. Fig. 1 shows the proposed multilateral control with transmission ratio. There are two kinds of transmission ratio. One is the transmission ratio of force information TR f . The other is the transmission ratio of position information TR p . Then, as the results, five types of multilateral control are able to be realized by designing the transmission ratio. TR f i means the transmission ratio of force information for i-th master system. TR p i means the transmission ratio of position information for i-th master system. Fig. 2 shows the design model of transmission ratio for realization of five types of multilateral control.
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( 1 ) Plain multilateral control
The design model for plain multilateral control is shown as a black circle in Fig. 2 .
( 2 ) Position dimension corresponding multilateral control with TR (Position corresponding)
The design model for position dimension corresponding multilateral control with TR is shown as a thin solid line in Fig. 2 .
( 3 ) Impedance corresponding among master systems multilateral control with TR (Impedance corresponding)
The design model for impedance corresponding among master systems multilateral control with TR is shown as a dashed line in Fig. 2. ( 4 ) Operationality corresponding among master systems multilateral control with TR (Operationality corresponding)
The design model for operationality corresponding among master systems multilateral control with TR is shown as a dotted line in Fig. 2 .
( 5 ) Force dimension corresponding multilateral control with TR (Force corresponding)
The design model for force dimension corresponding multilateral control with TR is shown as a heavy solid line in Fig. 2 .
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